Q8420 QUIET FIRE (USA, 1991)

**Credits:** director, Lawrence Hilton-Jacobs; writer, unknown.

**Cast:** Lawrence Hilton-Jacobs, Nadia Marie, Lance Lindsay, Robert Z'Dar.

**Summary:** Action/thriller set in the contemporary U.S. Jesse Palmer (Lawrence Hilton-Jacobs), is a Vietnam veteran who acts to prevent his ex-commanding officer, J. William Whalen (Lindsay) now a Senate candidate, from conspiring to turn over part of the U.S. Government to terrorists. Whalen has all the help that he can afford: mercenaries, a surveillance tracking system, endless firepower, and crooked cops. Palmer, on the other hand, only has his wits, fists and a few other surprises to help put an end to a greedy politician’s schemes.

No known reviews.
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